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Skrillex Quotes

       I never set out to be part of a genre, because I listen to all types of
music. 
~Skrillex

Obstacles are an opportunity to create something new 
~Skrillex

I don't care about having money. It's about being happy, man. 
~Skrillex

There's been not a dime spent on marketing for any record I've ever put
out. 
~Skrillex

No one worries about genre when they're dancing. They're not asking
themselves, 'Is this song a dubstep song?' 
~Skrillex

I prefer the gloominess to the sun. I don't know why. 
~Skrillex

If I can win grammys then that means all you yet to be seen bedroom
geniuses will one day TAKEOVER THE WORLD 
~Skrillex

There is a lot of music out there that you can play side by side and you
can't hear the personality - that has a timeline on it, for sure. 
~Skrillex

I don't like being overexposed. I don't like being on covers. And I don't
like people talking about me. 
~Skrillex

I don't like hype cluttering art. 
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~Skrillex

I book myself tight. If I have any time off, I get antsy. 
~Skrillex

Fantasy is hard to do when it comes to making it look good compared
to something that's a documentary or hyper-realism. 
~Skrillex

I think phone cases will always be novelties, but there's always so
many interesting phone cases I like phone cases and I think the sillier
the better - but this is a cool take on it. 
~Skrillex

I don't really think about recognition; I'm not really involved. 
~Skrillex

Singing's not my real passion. 
~Skrillex

Sometimes a song can take up to a year to write, and because I waited
that year and waited to work on it that day, it came up that extra 50
percent. 
~Skrillex

I haven't played EDC since 2011. Normally, my sound fits a little bit
better in mixed festivals. 
~Skrillex

It's strange - some directors are really talented but they can be so
precious when it comes to letting you be a part of it. 
~Skrillex
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